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God created the earth for us to live in peace and harmony. Because of the love of God
give to us. The earth is very unique unlike any other planet, because as we all know earth is the
only planet in which we are able to live. So in return we need to love the earth like God loves us.
We need to help the earth to grow and not destroy it. We are very capable of making a big
change in our surroundings. By just burning plastic we are trying to destroy the earth because it
produces carbon dioxide that affects our earth.
The earth provides us our daily needs to survive. We eat, drink, etc. We need to help
ourselves to preserve the earth by not making things that can harm our surroundings. We need to
ensure that the earth is in good position as we take care of our love ones. Just like loving our
selves we should always make ourselves comfortable. The same with earth we need to make it
beautiful and very comfortable to live in.
Sometimes I ask myself why I should love the earth. For me in my experience we should
love and take care of the earth because if we love it, it will give us good in return by providing us
our daily needs.
We can recycle many things rather than to throw them away. Because of this we are
helping the earth by reducing the pollution in our surroundings. Like us, the earth also faces
problems, one is the pollution because of this it destroys our surroundings and kills many species
ling on earth. That is why there are endangered species. We need to recycle in order to lessen the
pollution and helping the endangered species to multiply.

